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Application Overview and Model Development
This application allows the user to view statistics and make informed coaching decisions
for a basketball team. It is specifically designed to aid a coach or sports fan of the Indiana
Pacers basketball team. These statistics are calculated from recorded data for several
different player lineups; they include games when the Pacers played several different
teams in both the regular and playoff seasons.
This application performs the following analyses:



The performance of various lineup scenarios in which certain players are in and
certain players are out



Individual player statistics about the total minutes played and the average rating
against a selected team



Game statistics for all combinations of a player with his teammates.

There is also an optimization option in this application that allows the user to determine
the best lineup of players to play a selected team in any season.

CS23.1.1

Model Definition and Assumptions
We assume that the game data for the Indiana Pacers team is provided. This data, which
is imported by the developer, is stored in a hidden sheet. (See Figure CS23.1.) The user
does have the option to view this sheet.
For each game played, the data contains the following statistics: opposing team, game
number, season (regular or playoffs), and lineup. For each game’s lineup, these additional
statistics are recorded: minutes the lineup played, rating the lineup received, and the five
players in the lineup. The application options analyze these statistics.

Figure CS23.1

The hidden game data sheet.

The first analysis option is to view the performance of various lineup scenarios in which
certain players are in and certain players are out of the lineup. To do so, the user selects
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the lineup he or she wants to analyze by determining which players should be in the lineup
and/or which players should be out of the lineup. In this way, the user does not have to
know a specific lineup that was actually used, but rather how the team performs when
certain players are in or out of the lineup. The user also selects a team and a season for
which he or she wants to see the results of this lineup. For example, a coach may want to
know how the team played against New York in the regular season when the player Artest
was in the lineup but player RMiller was not. For this analysis, we loop over the statistics
in the game data sheet to keep track of the total minutes and total rating for every row of
data in which the team and season match the user’s choice and in which the players that
should be in the lineup are listed and the players that should be out of the lineup are not
listed. The total minutes and average rating of the selected lineup are then calculated and
displayed to the user. We use the following code to scan the data for this analysis.
Do While DataStart.Offset(row, 0).Value <> ""
If Team = "All" Or Team = DataStart.Offset(row, 0).Value Then
If Season = "Both" Or Season = DataStart.Offset(row, 2).Value Then
Condition = True
For i = 1 To NumIn
InPlayer = InSet(i)
If PlayerPresent(InPlayer, row) = False Then
Condition = False
End If
Next i
For i = 1 To NumOut
OutPlayer = OutSet(i)
If PlayerPresent(OutPlayer, row) = True Then
Condition = False
End If
Next i
If Condition = True Then
TotalMinutes = TotalMinutes + DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value
TotalRatingMinutes
=
TotalRatingMinutes
+ DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value * DataStart.Offset(row, 4).Value
End If
End If
End If
row = row + 1
Loop

_

The second analysis option is to view individual player statistics for the total minutes
played and the average rating against any selected team(s). For example, a user may
want to know the total minutes and average rating that Bender has when playing against
Atlanta and Boston. To perform this analysis, the game data is scanned and the total
minutes and total rating are recorded for each team on the user’s list in which the selected
player is on the lineup. Then, the total minutes and average rating per team are displayed.
We use the following code to scan the data for this analysis.
Do While DataStart.Offset(row, 1).Value <> ""
For t = 1 To NumTeams
If TeamName(t) = DataStart.Offset(row, 0).Value Then
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If PlayerPresent(InPlayer, row) Then
TeamMinutes(t) = TeamMinutes(t) + DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value
TeamRatingMinutes(t) = TeamRatingMinutes(t) + _
DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value * DataStart.Offset(row, 4).Value
End If
End If
Next t
row = row + 1
Loop
The third analysis option is to view the game statistics for all combinations of a player with
his teammates. For example, a user may be interested to learn how well BMiller plays with
JFoster and how well he plays with O’Neal; therefore, he or she would view the total
minutes and average rating that were recorded when BMiller played with each of his
teammates. To perform this analysis, we scan the game data and record the total minutes
and total rating from every row in which the selected player and a particular teammate
played together. The total minutes and average rating for each combination of the
selected player and his teammates are then displayed. The application also presents the
total minutes and average rating for which the selected player played for all of the game
data. We use the following code to scan the data for this analysis.
Do While DataStart.Offset(row, 0).Value <> ""
If PlayerPresent(SelectedPlayer, row) = True Then
TotalMinutes = TotalMinutes + DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value
TotalRatingMinutes = TotalRatingMinutes _
+ DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value * DataStart.Offset(row, 4).Value
For p = 1 To NumPlayers
NextPlayer = Player(p)
If NextPlayer <> SelectedPlayer And _
PlayerPresent(NextPlayer, row) = True Then
PlayerMinutes(p)
=
PlayerMinutes(p)
+
DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value
PlayerRatingMinutes(p) = PlayerRatingMinutes(p) + _
DataStart.Offset(row, 3).Value * DataStart.Offset(row, 4).Value
End If
Next p
End If
row = row + 1
Loop

_

The final analysis option is lineup optimization. To determine the optimal lineup, which is
the one with the best overall average rating, the user selects a team and a season. The
application then reports the lineup with the maximum average rating that played against
the selected team in the selected season.
To perform this analysis, we need to view the game data for each unique lineup of the
selected team and season. In order to view the data for unique lineups, we first sort the
game data by the players in the lineup. We begin by ensuring that each row’s list of
players is sorted alphabetically. Next, we perform a row sort with the “Orientation”
argument of the “Sort” method:
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Do While DataStart.Offset(row, 0).Value <> ""
Range(DataStart.Offset(row, 5), DataStart.Offset(row, 9)).Sort
key1:=DataStart.Offset(row, 5), Order1:=xlAscending, Header:=xlGuess,
OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False, Orientation:=xlLeftToRight, _
DataOption1:=xlSortNormal
row = row + 1
Loop
We then sort the entire list of game data by each column of the lineup players. For
example, if there are two rows with lineups “Bender, BMiller, Croshere, Mercer, Strickland”
and “Bender, BMiller, Croshere, Mercer, Tinsley,” then the lineup ending with “Strickland”
is sorted above the one ending with “Tinsley.” Since there are five columns of lineup
players, and since Excel’s “Sort” method has a limit of three keys to sort by, we perform
two separate sorts:
‘first sort by last three players
Range(DataStart.Offset(1, 0), DataStart.End(xlDown).End(xlToRight)).Sort
key1:=DataStart.Offset(row, 7), order1:=xlAscending, _
key2:=DataStart.Offset(row, 8), order2:=xlAscending, key3:=DataStart.Offset(row, 9),
order3:=xlAscending, _
Header:=xlGuess, OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False,
Orientation:=xlSortColumns, DataOption1:=xlSortNormal
'then sort by team name and first two players
Range(DataStart.Offset(1, 0), DataStart.End(xlDown).End(xlToRight)).Sort
key1:=DataStart.Offset(row, 5), order1:=xlAscending, _
key2:=DataStart.Offset(row, 6), order2:=xlAscending, _
Header:=xlGuess, OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False,
Orientation:=xlSortColumns, DataOption1:=xlSortNormal
We can now scan the sorted data and copy the rows whose team name and season
match those selected by the user for the analysis. We copy these rows to a hidden sheet
used for the optimal lineup analysis. (See Figure CS23.2.) Notice in this figure how the
lineups are sorted.

Figure CS23.2

The optimal layout hidden data sheet.
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We now need to ensure that the analysis of each lineup is performed on unique lineups. In
other words, if the lineup “Bender, BMiller, Croshere, Mercer, Strickland” occurred in more
than one game, then we want to record the cumulative minutes played and the average
rating received by this lineup. To do so, we use a function procedure that checks each
lineup one row at a time and ensures that consecutive rows do not have perfectly
matching players in each column:
Function SameSet(row)
For col = 2 To 6
If OptDataStart.Offset(row, col).Value <>
OptDataStart.Offset(row - 1, col).Value Then
SameSet = False
Exit For
Else
SameSet = True
End If
Next col
End Function
We have now recorded the total minutes and total ratings for each unique lineup. We
convert the total ratings to average ratings and list the unique lineups on the final optimal
lineup sheet. We then sort all of these rows (with unique lineups, total minutes, and
average rating) by the average rating in descending order. The optimal lineup, which is the
first one listed, has the maximum average rating.

CS23.1.2

Input
The input for this application is the following:

CS23.1.3



Lineup scenario analysis: the players in and out of the lineup, the team, and the
season





Player statistics: the player and the team
All combinations analysis: the player
Optimal lineup analysis: the team and the season

Output
The output for this application is the following:



Lineup scenario analysis: the total minutes and the average rating for the
selected lineup



Player statistics: the total minutes and the average rating for the selected player
and the team



All combinations analysis: the total minutes and the average rating for each
combination of the selected player and his teammates



Optimal lineup analysis: the lineup with the maximum average rating for the
selected team and the season
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Worksheets
This application requires five main sheets: the welcome sheet, the lineup scenario sheet,
the player statistics sheet, the all combinations analysis sheet, and the optimal lineup
sheet. Note that we also incorporate the two hidden sheets described in the above
section. The welcome sheet contains the title, the description of the application, and the
“Start” button. (See Figure CS23.3.) The “Start” button displays the user options form.

Figure CS23.3

The welcome sheet.

The lineup scenarios sheet presents the total minutes and the average rating that the
selected lineup achieved when the Pacers played the selected team in the selected
season. (See Figure CS23.4.) The selected lineup is determined by which players are in
and which players are out of the lineup. The “End” button returns the user to the welcome
sheet; the “Main Menu” button shows the user the options form again; the “New Lineup”
button allows the user to re-solve this analysis option for a new set of input; and the “View
Details” button allows the user to view the hidden game data sheet.

Figure CS23.4

The lineup scenarios sheet.
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The player statistics sheet shows the total minutes played and average rating for the
selected player when playing against each selected team(s). (See Figure CS23.5.) The
“End,” “Main Menu,” and “View Details” buttons are also on this sheet. The “New Player”
button allows the user to re-solve the player statistics option for a new player and/or the
set of teams.

Figure CS23.5

The player statistics sheet.

The all combinations sheet displays the total minutes and total average rating of the
selected player over all games as well as the total minutes and average rating for all
games in which this player played with each of his teammates. (See Figure CS23.6.) The
“End,” “Main Menu,” and “View Details” buttons are also on this sheet. The “New Player”
button allows the user to re-solve the all the combinations analysis for a new player.
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Figure CS23.6

The all combinations sheet.

The optimal lineup sheet presents the optimal lineup for the selected team and season.
(See Figure CS23.7.) The optimal lineup is the one with the best average rating. The
application also reports the total minutes and average rating for each lineup that played
against the selected team in the selected season. The “End,” “Main Menu,” and “View
Details” buttons are also on this sheet. The “Re-solve” button allows the user to re-solve
the optimal lineup analysis for a new team and/or season.

Figure CS23.7

The optimal lineup sheet.
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Welcome sheet

Includes the application description and “Start” button.

Lineup scenarios sheet

Reports the total minutes and average rating for the selected
lineup.

Player statistics sheet

Reports the total minutes and average rating for the selected
player and team(s).

All combinations sheet

Reports the total minutes and average rating for each
combination of the selected player and his teammates.

Summary

Optimal lineup sheet

CS23.3

Reports the lineup with the maximum average rating for the
selected team and season.

User Interface
For this application’s user interface, we use navigational and functional buttons and six
user forms. When the user presses the “Start” button on the welcome sheet, the options
form appears. (See Figure CS23.8.) It allows the user to select which option to view:
lineup scenarios, player statistics, all combinations, or optimal lineup. We use one frame
with four option buttons for this form.

Figure CS23.8

The options form.

If the user chooses the lineup scenario option, the lineup scenario sheet appears and
displays the lineup scenario form. (See Figure CS23.9.) On this form, the user selects
which players should be in the lineup and which players should not be in the lineup for the
analysis. The “In List” and “Out List” buttons allow the user to add the selected player from
the list box on the left to the corresponding “In” or ”Out” list box on the right. The “Remove”
buttons remove a selected player from the boxes.
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Figure CS23.9

The lineup players form.

Once the user has specified the lineup, the lineup team and season form appears. (See
Figure CS23.10.) We use a combo box to list all of the teams plus the “All” option to select
all of the teams. We use another combo box to list the seasons plus the “Both” option to
select both seasons.
If the user selects the player statistics option, then the player statistics sheet appears and
displays the player statistics form. (See Figure CS23.11.) The user first selects the player
from the combo box. Then, the user selects the teams for which he or she wants to see
the player’s statistics. A list box provides all of the team names plus “All,” which the user
can select to view the statistics for all the teams. The user can press the “Add” button to
add a selected team to the team list box on the right. The “Remove” button removes a
selected team from the list box.
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Figure CS23.10

The Lineup team and season form.

Figure CS23.11 The player statistics form.
If the user selects the all combinations option, then the all combinations sheet appears
and shows the all combinations form. (See Figure CS23.12.) On this form, the user
selects a player from the combo box.
If the user selects the optimal lineup option, then the optimal lineup sheet appears and
presents the optimal lineup form. (See Figure CS23.13.) On this form, the user selects the
team and season for which he or she wants to find the optimal lineup. The user selects the
team from the combo box and the season from another combo box.

Figure CS23.12

The all combinations form.
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Figure CS23.13

The optimal lineup form.

Options form

The user chooses which analysis option to view.

Lineup scenario form

The user selects which players should be in and out of the
lineup to be analyzed.

Lineup team and
season form

The user selects the team and season for the lineup analysis
option.

Player statistics form

The user selects for which player and which teams to view the
statistics.

All combinations form

The user selects a player for the all combinations analysis.

Optimal lineup form

The user selects the team and season for which to find the
optimal lineup.

Navigational buttons

“End,” “Main Menu,” “View Details”

Functional buttons

“New Lineup,” “New Player,” “Re-solve”

Summary

CS23.4

Procedures
We will now outline the procedures for this application, beginning with the variable
declarations and initial sub procedures. (See Figure CS23.14.) The “Main” procedure,
which is called from the “Start” button, displays the options form to the user. The “Initialize”
procedure sets several range variables that are used on the application’s worksheets.
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Figure CS23.14

The variable declarations and the “Main” and “Initialize” procedures.

The procedures for the options form are presented in Figure CS23.15. Depending on the
selected option button, the corresponding sheet is made visible and the corresponding
form appears.

Figure CS23.15

The options form procedures.

The procedures for the lineup scenarios form are shown in Figure CS23.16. In Figure
CS23.16 (a), the form is initialized by placing the list of players in the list box. The
procedure for the “OK” button records the names of the players in the “In” list box and the
“Out” list box to two respective arrays. The procedure in Figure CS23.16 (b) records the
name of a selected player to the “In” list box. Several error checking statements are also
included in this procedure. Similarly, in Figure CS23.16 (c), the procedure records the
name of a selected player to the “Out” list box and also performs some error checking.
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The procedures in Figure CS23.16 (d) remove a selected player from the “In” or “Out” list
box, respectively.

Figure CS23.16 (a)

Figure CS23.16 (b)
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Figure CS23.16 (c)

Figure CS23.16 (d)
Figure CS23.16 The lineup players form procedures.
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Figure CS23.17 presents the procedures for the lineup team and season form. In these
procedures, the name of the selected team and season are recorded, and the “Lineup”
procedure is then called.

Figure CS23.17 The lineup team and season form procedures.
The “Lineup” procedure performs the analysis for the lineup scenario. (See Figure
CS23.18.) The procedure loops over the statistics in the game data sheet to keep track of
the total minutes and the total rating. It does so for every row of data in which the team
and season match the user’s choice and in which the players that should be in the lineup
are listed and the players that should be out of the lineup are not listed. The total minutes
and average rating for the selected lineup are then calculated and displayed to the user.
We use a function procedure, “PlayerPresent,” to check if a player is in or out of the
lineup. This function procedure appears in Figure CS23.19.
Figure CS23.20 presents the procedures for the player statistics form. In Figure CS23.20
(a), the procedures initialize the form and record the selected player; the “PlayerStats”
procedure is then called. In Figure CS23.20 (b), the procedures record a selected team
and add it to the team list box or remove a selected team from the team list box.
The “PlayerStats” procedure performs the analysis for the player statistics option. (See
Figure CS23.21.) The game data is scanned, and the total minutes and total rating are
recorded for each team on the user’s list in which the selected player is on the lineup. The
total minutes and the average rating per team are displayed.
Figure CS23.22 presents the procedures for the all combinations form. In these
procedures, the form is initialized and the selected player is recorded. The
“AllComparisons” procedure is then called.
The “AllComparisons” procedure performs the analysis for the all combinations option.
(See Figure CS23.23.) We scan the game data and record the total minutes and total
rating from every row in which the selected player and a particular teammate have played
together. The total minutes and average rating for each combination of the selected player
and his teammates are displayed. The total minutes and average rating for which the
selected player has played for all of the game data are also displayed.
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Figure CS23.18

The “Lineup” procedure.

Figure CS23.19

The “PlayerPresent” function procedure.
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Figure CS23.20 (a)

Figure CS23.20 (b)
Figure CS23.20 The player statistics form procedures.
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Figure CS23.21

The “PlayerStats” procedure.
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Figure CS23.22

The all combinations form procedures.

Figure CS23.23

The “AllComparisons” procedure.
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The “Optimize” procedure performs the optimal lineup option. (See Figure CS23.24.) First,
the optimal lineup form appears to record the team and season on which to perform the
analysis. We then sort the game data by the players in the lineup. We begin by ensuring
that each row’s list of players is sorted alphabetically. We then sort the entire list of game
data by each column of the lineup players. We can now scan the sorted data and copy the
rows whose team name and season match those selected by the user for the analysis.
We copy these rows to the hidden optimal data sheet. Figure CS23.24 (b) illustrates these
steps.
Next, we check each lineup one row at a time and ensure that consecutive rows do not
have perfectly matching players in each column. We do so with the “SameSet” function
procedure. (See Figure CS23.25.) We have now recorded the total minutes and total
ratings for each unique lineup. We convert the total ratings to average ratings and list the
unique lineups to the final optimal lineup sheet. We then sort all of these rows (with unique
lineups, total minutes, and average rating) by the average rating in descending order. The
optimal lineup is the first one listed; it has the maximum average rating. These steps are
illustrated in Figure CS23.24 (b).

Figure CS23.24 (a)
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Figure CS23.24 (b)
Figure CS23.24 The “Optimize” procedure.

Figure CS23.25

The “SameSet” function procedure.
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Figure CS23.26 presents the procedures for the optimal lineup form. In these procedures,
the form is initialized and the selected team and season are recorded.

Figure CS23.26

The optimize form procedures.

Figure CS23.27 presents the navigational procedures.

Figure CS23.27

The navigational procedures.
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Main

Initializes the application and shows the user the options form.

Options form
procedures

Determine which option the user wants to solve, takes him or her
to the corresponding sheet, and displays a corresponding form.

Lineup form
procedures

Record which player should be in and out of the lineup.

Lineup team and
season form
procedures

Record the team and season for the lineup analysis.

Lineup

Scans the game data to report the total minutes and average
rating that the specified lineup would have.

PlayerPresent
function

Determines if a player is in the lineup of a row in the game data
sheet.

Player statistics form
procedures

Record the player and teams for the analysis.

PlayerStats

Scans the game data to find the total minutes and average rating
that the player had while playing the selected teams.

All combinations
form procedures

Record the player for the analysis.

AllCombinations

Scans the game data to report the total minutes and average
rating recorded when the selected player played with each of his
teammates.

Optimize

Determines the optimal lineup by sorting and scanning the game
data of unique lineups for the selected team and season.

Optimal lineup form
procedure

Records the team and season for the analysis.

SameSet function

Determines if two lineups are unique.

Navigational
procedures

For the “End,” “Main Menu,” “View Details,” and “Re-solve”
buttons.

Re-solve Options
The user can re-solve this application with the various re-solve buttons on each of the four
main sheets: the lineup sheet, the player statistics sheet, the all combinations sheet, and
the optimal lineup sheet. These buttons are “New Lineup” on the lineup sheet, “New
Player” on the player statistics and all combinations sheets, and “Re-solve” on the optimal
lineup sheet. By selecting these buttons, the user can re-enter the parameters for each
analysis performed.

Summary

“New Lineup”

The re-solve button on the lineup sheet; the user can select a
new lineup scenario, team, or season.

“New Player”

The re-solve button on the player statistics and the all
combinations sheet; the user can select a new player and a set
of teams for the player statistics option; the user can also select
a new player for the all combinations option.

“Re-solve”

The re-solve button on the optimal lineup sheet; the user can
select a new team or season for the analysis.
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Summary


This application allows the user to view statistics and make informed coaching
decisions for a basketball team. The user can analyze lineup scenarios, player
statistics, combinations of a player with his teammates, or find the optimal lineup
to play a specific team in a specific season.



This application requires five main sheets: the welcome sheet, the lineup
scenario sheet, the player statistics sheet, the all combinations analysis sheet,
and the optimal lineup sheet. Note that we also use two hidden sheets: the game
data and the optimal lineup data.



For this application’s user interface, we use navigational and functional buttons
and six user forms.



Several of this application’s procedures perform the analysis for the selected
option.



The user can re-solve this application by pressing the re-solve buttons on the
analysis sheets to return to the corresponding input forms.

Extensions





Add summary statistics to the player statistics option.



Create more analysis options for the optimal lineup option. What else would a
coach be interested in examining when determining the optimal lineup? For
example, what if a coach wants to know what the optimal lineup would be for a
given team and season if he or she knows a particular player cannot be in the
lineup?

Add summary statistics to the all combinations option.
Add summary statistics to the optimal lineup option.
Allow the user to import new game data into the application. Allow the user to
either overwrite the current data or to append it.

